FRECCIAROSSA PARIS-LYON-MILAN:
ALL THE INFORMATION, PRICES AND TIMETABLE


comfort for all kinds of passenger and for all pockets



a wide range of services, from the Frecce Portal to the bar area
and Easy Bistro

The Frecciarossa that is being used in France offers four service levels, so a journey can
become a time for relaxation, to meet and learn, for people who want to make best use
of their time, in an exclusive environment that focuses on safety and sustainability.
● The Executive Comfort Class, for an exclusive travel experience
● The Business Comfort Class, the ideal journey for business or pleasure
● The Standard Comfort Class, for the comfort of high-speed travel, at a good price
● The Meeting Room, to work in peace. Separate and isolated, it is perfectly equipped
and can house up to five passengers.
The Business and Standard service levels offer carriages for various kinds of passenger:
the Silenzio (silence) area, and the Allegro (lively) area. The former allows passengers calm,
without any noise, while the latter is for those who want to take advantage of the trip to
chat freely with colleagues, friends or family.
So as to best meet the needs of everybody who choses to use Trenitalia, the Frecciarossa
trains offer passengers a wide range of services which complete this new high-speed
experience, whether they are looking to work, to get information, enjoy themselves, eat
or simply rest. And not just that. The carriages are fitted with flat screens and free Wi-Fi.
Fast and stable connection is guaranteed.
The entertainment portal, Portale Frecce gives access to newspapers, magazines, books,
games and music. Passengers can also use it to order a meal or snack. While in the bar
area, they can find a menu made from high-quality products.
But there’s more. Passengers can benefit from a made-to-measure service – with food
delivered at a time they have chosen in advance. This option - EASY BISTRÒ – can be
reserved on board using the Portale Frecce and by asking the restaurant staff. The best of
Italian cooking had to be present, with the specially-designed dishes from award-winning
chef Carlo Cracco that make eating on Frecciarossa an essential part of Italian
gastronomy.
The travel experience becomes unique, not least because of a range of prices within
everybody’s reach, and some special prices for carers working with disabled people, group
trips and pets.
Travelling on the Frecciarossa is very flexible. Tickets can be changed an unlimited
number of times, free of charge (subject to making up any difference in the price currently
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charged), up to an hour before departure. They can also be cancelled right up to scheduled
departure time, and are reimbursed, less 20%.
Ticket price examples:
Executive Comfort Class:
Paris > Lyon : €139
Paris > Milan : €165
Business Comfort Class:
Paris > Lyon: from €29
Paris > Milan: from €36
Comfort Standard Class:
Paris > Lyon: from €23
Paris > Milan: from €29
Meeting Room:
Price per ticket decreases according to the number of passengers.
79 euros each when there are five passengers.
TIMETABLE
MILAN - PARIS
9292
9296
D. 06:25
15:53
A. 07:09
16:39
A. 11:08
20:12
A. 13:22
22:25

Milano Centrale
Torino Porta Susa
Lyon Part-Dieu
Paris Gare de Lyon

PARIS – MILAN
9281
9287
D. 07:26
15:18
A. 09:20
17:14
A. 13:18
21:18
A. 14:07
22:07

Paris Gare de Lyon
Lyon Part-Dieu
Torino Porta Susa
Milano Centrale

